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Type
A piece of metal about an inch high, having a letter standing out in relief on one end. Each type is accurate 
in its shape and proportions, no matter how small it is made.

The standardized height of American type is .918”. European type varies from .928” to .975”

An alloy of lead, tin and antimony. Tin acts as a binder and toughens the metal, while antimony gives it hard-
ness and reduces shrinkage as the molten metal cools in the mold when cast, and leaves a smooth, closely 
grained surface that is very durable. 

The lead in type is not especially dangerous. However, you should wash your hands after handling type. 
Also, don’t eat food while working with type. It is lead oxide, found in paints, that is very hazardous. Lead 
oxide is also found in the white powder on lead type that has been damaged by moisture. The body or shank 
makes up the greatest portion of the piece of type. It has front and back.
(Figure 1 illustrates the parts of a type)

1. The front side is called the belly and has a grove across its surface [see nick]

2. The face is the part that makes the impression on the paper

3. The counter is the hollow part within and around the face

4. The shoulder is the top of the type below the face

5. The neck or beard is the beveled space below the face

6. Nicks act as guides to the typesetter, and helps differentiate between type faces of the same size

7. Feet are the two projections on which the type stands

8. The kern is the part of the face that extends over the side of the body. Kerns are usually found on the 
letters f and j. (Figure 2 shows the kern of the letter f)

9. Stems are the thick strokes of the letter.

10. Hairlines are the thin strokes of the letter.

11. Serifs are short cross-lines, or finishing strokes at the ends of the main strokes.

Typefaces may be classified into ten main divisions: Blackletter, Venetian, French Old style, English Old style, 
Transitional, Modern, Gothic (also known as Grotesque), San Serif, Square Serif, and Script. 

These classifications have been simplified into Old style [Venetian, French Old style, English Old style], Transi-
tional, Modern, San Serif [Gothic (Grotesque), San Serif], Square Serif, and Script. Old style typefaces are noted for 
their diagonally sloping serifs and thick hairlines and serifs. They are designed to print well on rough and 
uneven paper.
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Modern faces have greater regularity of shape, more accurate curves and delicate hairlines & serifs. Im-
provements in the production of paper allowed smoother surfaces that permitted the more delicate Modern 
typefaces. (Figure 3 shows the differences between Old style, Transitional and Modern Roman typefaces.)

Some typefaces have italic, condensed, bold, extra bold and other companion faces. [see type families] 

A font of type is an assortment of any one size and style. A font includes upper case (capitals letters or caps) 
letters, lower case letters, figures [numbers, ampersand], and points [punctuation marks]. It may also include 
small caps (small capitals), swash letters [italic flourish caps], reference marks [asterisk*, dagger†, double dagger‡, 
section§, paragraph¶], diphthongs [Æ, æ, Œ, œ], special characters [@, ©, %, ¢, $, ç] and ligatures [ff, fi, fl, ffi, 
ffl]. The use of ligatures prevents the kerned letter f from breaking when set against tall letters. Members 
of a type family have the same general appearance, except that some faces may be: light, bold, italic, extended, 
condensed, etc. (The Helvetica family is illustrated in Figure 4)

The point is the unit of measure of type size, and is about 1/72” (to be exact, it is .0138”). Type is usually 
measured from the back to the belly of the type, although some type is produced on an oversized body. 
These are indicated by the size of the typeface/size of type (i.e. 11/12) 

Other units of measure are: nonpareil (pronounced non–per–el’) which is equal to 6 points, and pica (pro-
nounced pí –ca) which equals 12 points. There are 6 picas to an inch.

Type Foundries (type manufacturers) usually make type in a graded series from 6 to 72 point. The usual sizes 
are 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 60 and 72. Occasionally type is made as small as 2 point and as 
large as 144 point.

Large type (larger than 72pt.) is usually made out of wood to decrease the weight and cost. These type faces are 
measured by the pica-line or the inch. A 2” high wood type is called a 12-line or 12 pica face.

Each font of type is kept in its own case, a shallow tray divided into many small compartments. Some case 
types include Upper Case, Lower Case, Job Case, Triple Case, and Quadruple Case. The most common case is the 
California Job Case (Figure 5). 

Since some letters of the alphabet are used more frequently than others, more of these are provided in a font. 
Because of this, the compartments for these letters are often larger. The case is also laid out so that the most 
common letters are located closest to the center of the case. The most complete source of information about 
type cases may be found at:  <www.alembicpress.co.uk/#selc>
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Fig. 3 Roman Typefaces

Centaur [Old Style (Venetian)]
Baskerville [Transitional]
Modern [Bodoni]

Helvetica Medium
Helvetica Medium Oblique
Helvetica Bold
Helvetica Bold Oblique
Helvetica Light
Helvetica Light ObliqueFig. 4 Helvetica Type Family
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Spacing Material
Spaces and quads are used to blank out between words, at the ends of lines and paragraphs, and to form 
indentions. They are the same size body, but are shorter so they don’t print. Blanks 1/3 em or smaller are 
called spaces, while those 1/2 em or larger are called quads.

Em quads are square blanks and the unit by which all other spaces and quads are measured. They also the 
standard paragraph indention when lines are 18 pica or less.For lines longer than 18 pica, the standard 
indention is 1-1/2 em quads. 

En quads are 1/2 of an em quad. They are the standard word spacing for all cap lines. 

3-em (3-to-em) spaces are one-third the width of an em quad and are the standard spaces used between words.
4-em (4-to-em) spaces are used when less word spacing is needed. This occurs when trying to justify lines or 
with narrow typefaces.
5-em (5-to-em) spaces are normally used as spaces between punctuation marks and when lines must be set 
extremely tight. {Figure 6 shows a comparison between the different quads and spaces}

Brasses (1 point thick) and coppers (1/2 point) are used to tighten up lines.

2- & 3-em quads are used to fill out large amounts of space.

Leads (leading) and slugs are thin strips of metal used to separate lines of type. Leads are made in 1, 2, or 3 
point thicknesses. Slugs are usually found in 6, 12, and 18 point thicknesses (1, 2, and 3 nonpareil) 

Reglets are strips of wood similar to slugs. Shorter lengths are usually used to aid in locking up forms, while 
longer ones are used in poster work.

This spacing material is used to fill out large blank spaces. Furniture may be made of wood, meter or special 
resins. Furniture is found is widths of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10 pica, and are usually found in lengths from 10 
to 60 pica

3-em quad
2-em quad

em quad
en quad
3-em space
4-em space
5-em space

Fig. 6 Comparixon of 
          spaces & quads
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Composition
Plain composition in ordinary paragraph form is known as straight composition or body matter. Body types are 
usually a plain roman type face due to readability.

The printer sets type in a composing stick or stick, which is a small receptacle, normally made out of steel, 
which usually can be adjusted to various widths of lines. Figure 7 shows the parts of a stick. Figure 8 shows 
how to hold it properly, in the left hand, with the thumb holding the last letter being composed.

To keeps leads and slugs from binding, the stick must be set slightly wider than the desired width. A gradu-
ated stick is set to even multiples of 6-point ems. If the stick is not graduated, the setting should be to the 
required measure of 12-point quads, plus a copper or brass thickness.

Making each line of type the same width is called justification. All lines must be justified even if it doesn’t 
print to the end of the line. A properly justified line will stand by itself in the stick with no support other 
than its own snugness. A line should never be set so tightly that it is difficult to remove a type from the as-
sembled line.

In spacing a line, place a 3-em space in between each word. However, the space may be either too large or 
too small to justify the line. If this happens, the following procedures should be attempted:

If a line needs to be shorter to get the last word or part of a word in the line:

•	 Substitute as many 4-em spaces for the 3-em spaces as needed to achieve the required length.

•	 If the 4-em spaces are too large, substitute as many 5-em spaces for the 4-em spaces as necessary.

•	 If absolutely necessary, set hair spaces between words after a comma, and between types that 
have open spaces on the side of the face–such as between a word ending with a “w” and a word 
starting with a “j”.

If the line is slightly too short, but there isn’t enough space left to accommodate the next word:

•	 Substitute en quads for the 3-em spaces in as many places as necessary. Never add spaces at the end 
of a justified line except at the end of a paragraph.

•	 If the line is still loose, substitute a 3-em space and a 4-em space combined in as many places as 
necessary.

•	 If this doesn’t tighten the line enough, substitute a second 3-em space for the 4-em space.

•	 If needed, substitute an en quad for one of the 3-em spaces.

Some words will appear to have more space between them than others, even when identical spaces are used. 
For example, the space between a word ending in “y” and a word beginning with “v” appears to have more 
space than one surrounded by letters such as “l” and “h”. Therefore, when substituting thinner or thicker 
spaces in justifying a line, adjust space accordingly.

The space between sentences is often slightly larger than between words in the same line. Spaces larger than 
the em quad should not be used. Figure 9 illustrates the method of substituting thicker and thinner spaces 
in order to space and justify a line of straight composition.

Fig. 8 Holding a 
Composing Stick

I never paint dreams or nightmares. I paint my own reality. Frida Kahlo

I never paint dreams or nightmares. I paint my own reality. Frida KahloFig. 9 Justifying a Line

Fig. 7 Parts of a
Composing Stick

Bottom [Bed]

KneeRail [Stile]

End [Head]
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Occasionally the last word in a line must be divided (hyphenated) to avoid awkward spacing. Words are 
divided according to syllables. The dictionary should be used to determine the correct division of words.  
Divisions in successive lines should be avoided, and no divisions should be made unless absolutely necessary.

When spacing out the ends of paragraphs or ragged lines, spaces and quads should be arranged so that the 
largest quads are placed at the end of the line. If small spaces are placed at the ends, they are very likely to 
cause problems when the type is removed from the stick.

As a line of type is set from the left of the stick to the right, the reading should be also done in this direction. 
Type is set in reverse, so the reading will be from the bottom of the stick.

The type characters “b”, “d”, “q” and “p” appear very similar to the beginner, and usually cause trouble 
unless the student learns to distinguish one from another at the outset. Likewise, the “n” and “u”, “6” and 
“9”; the “1”, “I” and “l”; the “0”, “o”, and “O”; and the comma (,) and the apostrophe (‘) can be difficult to 
differentiate. 

The following rules in spacing points (punctuation marks) are invaluable.
•	 No space is set before the comma and the period.
•	 No space is set on either side of the apostrophe when it is contained in a word, or on either side of the 

hyphen when it is contained in a compound word.
•	 A 1-point space is ususally set before the colon, semicolon, exclamation mark, or question mark.
•	 Set a 1-point space on either side of the em dash.

Unless the font contains special quotation marks, the opening quotation marks are formed by turning two 
commas nick down. The closing quotation marks are make by setting two apostrophes together. No space is 
set between the marks and the quoted sentence.

Because of the thickness of the letters, uppercase lines look better if en quads are used for spacing. If lines 
need tightening adjust as with lowercase lines.

To center a line, the same number of identical spaces 
and quads must be set on each side of the line. This 

paragraph is set centered.

The first line is set full, and then each suceeding line is 
indented from 1 to 2 ems, depending on the width 
of the matter set. This paragraph is set in the hanging 
indention style.

The first line is set to full measure, and the second 
line is indented from 1 to 2 ems on each side. 
The third is indented another 1 to 2 ems, and 

so on. Each line must be centered. This 
paragraph is set in the half-diamond style.

The first line is set flush to the left side of the stick, 
and each succeeding line is indented 1 em more than 

the line above it. This paragraph is set in the diagonal 
indention style.
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In poetry, lines that rhyme should be set with equal indention. If two lines together rhyme, there is usually 
no indention made. Some lines of poetry overrun the measure, and these are taken care of by indenting 
them one em more than the most heavily indented lines. Quotation marks should extend into the margin, if 
possible, so they will not disturb the vertical alignment of the cap letter. Figure 10 illustrates this structure.

Only resort to letterspacing when it improves the appearance of the type form. In some cases, it is better to 
letterspace than to have unusually large spaces between words. Most typographers insist that lowercase letters 
must never be letterspaced. If letterspacing is the only alternative, 1/2-point copper spaces are best.
No space should be set between letters which, because of their shape, seem to be farther apart than others. 
Letterspacing may improve a line of large upper case letters. Figure 11 illustrates this.
Leaders are type which are either dots or hyphens, alsigned with the bottom of the type face, placed at 
intervals in open lines to guide the eye across to figures or other words, as in indexes, tables of contents, etc. 
Leaders are cast in en, em, 2-em, and 3-em sizes with one ( . ), two (. .), or three (...) dots to an em.The use of 
leaders is shown in Figure 12.

In leader work, figures should be used as a guide for the baseline (old-style, non-lining numbers may extend 
below the baseline). To justify lines, spaces must not be set between leaders; only between the leaders and 
words. An en quad is usually set between the leaders and the figures. Figure 12 shows the use of leaders

•		 SQUARED INDENTION EMPHASIZES CERTAIN
IMPORTANT INFORMATORY TEXT. CAPS 
OR BOLD FACE ARE OFTEN USED, BEING 
SQUARED AND CENTERED IN THE STICK, 
AS IN THIS PARAGRAPH.

“Royal and Dower-royal, I the Queen
Fronting thy richest sea with richer
hands–

A thousand mills roar through me where
I gleen

All races from all lands.”
Fig. 10 Poetry Indention

AWAIT    [Set tight–no spaces]
AWAIT   [1/2 point between A, I and T]
AWAIT  [1 point brasses]

Fig. 11 Letterspacing

Chapter One……………………………………………………………………………………… 1

Chapter Two ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 5Fig. 12 Leaders
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Proving & Correcting
After a stickful of type is set, finish it off with a lead or two. It then needs to be removed and placed in a 
flat tray, called a galley. Start at around 2-3 lines of type. This is easier, and if you make a mistake, you don’t 
have a lot of type to clean up. Experienced printers can set an entire stick of type and remove it easily. 

Loosen the knee of the stick and remove it. Carefully slide the type (now called a form) away from the head 
and rail. If you used spaces at the ends of lines, this part is extremely difficult. This is why you should use 
quads at the ends of the lines.

Place your fingers and thumbs as in Figure 13. Press with your thumbs to squeeze the form. This will feel 
like you are trying to bend the middle upward.

Some people will try to slide the form from the stick. It is better to lift the form off the bed and place it onto 
the galley. With the proper technique, you can lift the type out without reducing it to pi (spilled type).

To keep the form together, you should either use galley magnets or tie it up. 

To use magnets, place the form at the upper left side of the galley (against the rails of the galley). Select a reg-
let that is the same length as the height of the form and place it at the open end of the form. Select a second 
reglet that is approximately the same width of the form and place it at the bottom of the form (remember 
that this is the edge of the first line of type). Place magnets tightly against these reglets.

To tie up the type, place the form in the middle of the galley. Cut a piece of string that is long enough to be 
wrapped around the form around 5 or 6 times. If you are right handed, hold one one of the string with your 
left hand. Starting at the upper left-hand corner of the form, use your right hand to wind the string around 
the form. Each layer of string should overlap the previous  winding. Make sure the string is tight. Tuck the 
end of the string under the winding with a lead or a makeup rule.

After the type form is secure, transfer the form to the proof press. If you are using an unknown proof press, 
you must be careful. Proof presses come in two bed heights (surface of the bed to the impression cylinder): .918 
[type height] and .968 [type height + galley thickness]. The Challenge press is a galley press, so place the galley 
on the proof press. The Vandercook press is a type high press, so you need to remove the form from the galley. 
If you place a galley with the form on a type high press, you will destroy the type and, damage the press.

With an ink brayer, ink the type so there is a thin even layer over all the type faces. Place a piece of paper 
under the grippers and, using the handle, move the cylinder across the bed. (See press operation instruc-
tions for specific instructions for each press) Alternately, place a piece of paper directly on the type and 
move the cylinder across the bed. After proving, throughly clean off the ink.

Before type matter goes to press, it is necessary to carefully proofread it to see that there are no errors. You 
should also look for broken or damaged type. If a broken type needs to be replaced, place the galley on an 
inclined surface so that the type will stand upright after it is untied. Carefully remove loosen the form and 
remove the damaged type with tweezers. Be extremely careful not to touch the face of other type. This can 
easily damage the type. Once the type is removed, place the replacement type in its place. If the wrong type 
is used, you wil need to place the type form back in the stick. Unfortunately, few corrections can be made 
without taking the type from the stick due to the irregular widths of the letters. 

When a word or more has been left out or removed it is necessary to over-run a word or syllable to the next 
or previous line. The best way to handle this is to place the lines in order to form one long line on a galley, 
pick the type in order and recompose on the stick. 

Once you’ve made the changes make a revise (a proof taken after corrections)

Fig. 13 Removing Type from Stick
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Imposition is the act of setting up the type for printing. On presses such as platens, imposition takes place on 
an imposing table-The imposing table–a level, smooth stone or iron topped table on which forms are locked 
for the press. On most cylinder presses, imposition usually takes place on the press bed

The chase is an iron or steel frame which holds the type form in position on a platen press. The size of a 
chase is determined by the inside measurement. Cylinder presses don’t need a chase.

Quoins (pronounced “coins”) are small iron tools which act as wedges to hold type forms in chases or on the 
bed of cylinder presses. The three most common types of quoins are: Hempel (usually sold under the Chal-
lange name), Wickersham, and Challenge Speed Quoins. They are tightened by using a Quoin Key.

A planer is a block of hard wood having one smooth, level surface. This block is used to plane down the type 
form by laying it on the form and tapping it lightly with a mallet or quoin key. Planing drives each individu-
al type to its feet, which is necessary to ensure that the type will print evenly.

Type forms are placed in the chase so that the long dimension of the paper will be placed lengthwise on 
the press. After the position of the form is deteremined and set in position inside the chase, place reglets 
whereever metal-to-metal contact may take pace (quoin to form, quoin to chase, etc) place furniture around 
the form, leaving space for quoins on below and on the right side of the form. 

The quoins are tightened slightly and the form is planed down. Tighten the quoins until you feel a moder-
ate resistance. If the form is locked up in a chase, test the lockup by raising one corner of the chase. Check 
to see if any of the type or furniture move. If so, either the quoins need to be tightened or it is set incor-
rectly. Do not overtighten the form. If this happens, it will distort the chase and it won’t lie flat anymore. 

Lockup on cylinder beds just need to be snug enough so that the type doesn’t move. See figure 14 for an 
example of lockup

Fig. 14 Example of Lockup

Lockup & Imposition
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Distribution
Distribution is the act of placing type and spacing material back into the cases and racks after use. Type ready 
for distribution is called dead matter. 

To prepare type for distribution (or to clean type at the end of a printing session), To distribute straight 
matter (forms constructed of regular type), you should start by holding a couple lines of type. As your skill 
develops, you may pick up larger amounts without fear of pi-ing the type.

Type is taken from the galley and placed in your left hand, nick up. Beginning with the right end of the 
top line, a whole word is taken between the index finger and the thumb. Each word should be read bfore 
distribution. If this is done correctly, there will be no doubt as to the identity of confusing letters. Type set 
in extremely long lines may be placed in a stick for distribution.

If the form contains more than one font, the different fonts must first be sorted, each one placed in a differ-
ent galley, and distributed to the cases separately. To prevent mixing of fonts, carefully examine two or more 
characters from the case and compare them to the dead matter prior to distribution. 

When distributing leads and slugs, place them in a galley and arrange them in order of size. Then place 
each size in the correct location. Place quoins, furniture and reglets in their proper locations.
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Printing Presses
There are many types of printing presses: proof, rocker, platen, cylinder, hand, rotary, etc. For this class we will 
only be concerned with the platen and cylinder presses.

Also known as a clam-shell press, the platen press features a platen which presses up against the bed in the 
manner of a clam. Platen presses range in size from 2-1/2” x 4” up to 14-1/2” x 22” and larger. They may be 
powered by hand, foot or motor. They are the most commonly found presses.

The main parts of the platen press include the platen, bed, ink disc and rollers. The platen press used at UNC 
is the Superior Pilot Press. It is a hand operated 6”x9” tabletop press. When the lever is pulled toward the 
operator, rollers pick up ink from the ink disc, pass over the type form, the platen closes and presses the 
paper against the inked type. Returning the lever to the upright position inks the type and opens the platen 
to allow the operator to replace the printed piece with a fresh sheet of paper.

The press should be inked before the form is placed on the bed. The ink should be mixed, kneaded and a 
small amount placed on the ink disc. Operating the press will distribute the ink over the disc in a thin even 
layer. As you gain experience, the sound of the rollers on the ink disc will indicate when you have too much 
or too little ink. It is always better to have too little ink. You can always add more in small increments. It is 
difficult to remove small amounts of ink.

The ink rollers of the printing press are either made of a glue composition or soft rubber. The rollers should 
never be left standing on the type form, ink disc, or any flat surface. If this is done the rollers will carry an 
impression of whatever they rested on. Rollers should be placed on the lowest position (handle placed verti-
cally) when not in use.

The term make-ready refers to preparing the press for a job (to make it ready).  Two tympan sheets are cut, 
and placed on the platen, held in place by the lower bale. Two or three sheets of pressboard are then placed 
under the tympan, and several sheets of thin paper are added above the pressboard. The upper bale this 
then closed to hold the tympan in place. 

After this is completed, the chase containing the type form is placed in the press, in the proper position, 
tightly against the bed. Some presses have grippers to hold the paper while printing. If the press has these, 
the must be adjusted so that they clear the form. If the form strikes the grippber it will be smashed and the 
type will be ruined.

An impression is then made in the tympan. Carefully examine the impression. If it isn’t clear, then more 
pressboard is needed. If too much impression is made, pressboard needs to be removed. 

Gauge pins are used to align the form with the paper to be printed. To locate the guides, the printer mea-
sures from the edges of the impression on the tympan, and then draws lines outlining the sheet. The bot-
tom guides should be set about an inch from each corner of the sheet, and the side quide slightly below the 
center of the sheet. If your press has grippers, make sure the grippers don’t strike the guides, but are instead 
in the margins of the sheet. The gauge pins should only pierce the top tympan. Once they are in the proper 
position, lightly tap them in place. 

Place a test paper in position and make a print. Part of the form may print badly. This is often caused by 
worn type that needs to be replaced. Also solid section of the form require more impression. To fix this, the 
form should be overlayed. An overlay consists of tape or paper attached to the tympan undersheet to geive 
more impression to the parts of the form that do not print properly. In order to place the overlay properly, 
an impression is made on the undersheet. This is done by releasing the top tympan sheet from the lower 
bale, holding the loose end of the tympan out of the press and making an impression on the lower tympan. 
Apply the overlay and replace the top tympan sheet.
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Printing Presses
The process of placing sheets of paper in a press is called press-feeding. The sheets are fed against the 
guides with the right hand. With powered presses, the printed sheet is removed with the left hand. 
With hand operated presses like the Pilot, you should use the right hand to remove the sheet. Be care-
ful not to touch the fresh ink because you will smear it. If you print with the correct amount of ink, 
you can normally immediately stack the printed pieces. If the paper is a coated paper or doesn’t allow 
absorption of the ink, or if there is too much ink on the print, it may print on the reverse side of the 
previous print. This is known as offset.

Never operate an inked press without a sheet on the platen. If this happens, the impression on the tym-
pan will need to be cleaned off with type wash and then dusted with talcum power.

After the type has been removed from the press, the press must be cleaned. First, scrape the excess ink 
off the disc. Sprinkle roller wash on the disc and wipe it until it is clean. You will need to continually 
turn the rag when it loads up with ink. Bring the rollers up to the disc, and wipe the rollers until clean. 
This will spread ink on the disc again. You need to keep cleaning the disc and rollers until all traces of 
ink are gone. Finish off the cleaning with a clean rag wet with roller cleaner.

The cylinder press prints by means of a cylinder which rolls against the type form. Only a small part of 
the form receives an impression at one time, unlike the platen press, which receives the impression all at 
once. This can compensate for some of the differences in impression.

Before you get ready to print, the roller height needs to be adjusted. Ink up the press. Make sure it runs 
for several minutes to evenly distribute the ink. Keep the rollers in the down position and the Print/
Trip lever on Print. Move the carriage to the middle of the bed. Use the Roller Setting Gauge (Lollipop) to 
measure the height of the rollers. place the Lollipop flat side down completely under the first roller at 
either end. Turn it so that it is upright and pull it out. There should be a stripe of ink on the gauge. If 
this stripe is 3/32” the roller is the correct height. If it is less, the roller is too high, more and the roller 
is too low. Check the opposite side. Repeat on the second roller. 

To adjust the rollers, remove the oscillating roller assembly and place on the far end of the bed. At each 
end of the roller assembly are three screws. See figure 15.

The middle screw is the lock screw. This needs to be loosened before adjusting the roller height. The 
outer screws are the roller height adjusting screws. These need to be adjusted in tandem. If the blocks 
holding the rollers aren’t parallel to the frame, the rollers not adjust properly. Also the screw threads 
may strip. Adjust the rollers up or down, then tighten the lock screw. Check the roller height again. If 
needed, readjust the rollers until the 3/32” ink stripe is achieved.

Instead of locking up the form in a chase, it is locked up directly on the bed of the press. Make sure 
the deadline bar is in place. This prevents the grippers from contacting the type form or photopolymer 
plate/base. Place the lockup bar in its position. Alternately, you may use the Positive Lockup Bar. The posi-
tive lockup bar is an adjustable lockup bar, and allows you to use less furniture than the fixed bar, but 
it can slip without warning. Place the form on the bed with the top of the form closest to the deadline. 
The quoins should be to the right and in front of the form. 

Fig. 15 Roller Screws



Cleaning the
Press

Printing Presses
Without placing a piece of paper on the cylinder, position the Print/Trip lever to Trip and turn the 
crank to move the cylinder all the way along the bed. This will ink the form without printing. If you did 
this with the lever in the Print position, it will print of the top sheet. If this happens, wipe off the mylar 
with a clean rag.

Place a piece of paper under the grippers and make a test print. Push the Print/Trip lever to Print and 
turn the crank until the cylinder has traveled the entire bed. At this point, the grippers will automati-
cally open and release the paper, remove the paper and return the cylinder to its original position. 

Examine the print for quality. If the impression is poor, remove the top sheet from the cylinder and add 
packing. If the impression is too deep, remove packing from the cylinder. You can also use this print to 
adjust the Side Guide, which helps position the paper.

Normally, you won’t need to make overlays. Areas of solid colors are usually the only times you need to 
do this. Add tape to the tympan undersheet if necessary. Make sure you remove the overlay when you 
are done printing.

Generously sprinkle roller wash to a rag. While the press is running place the rag on the oscillating roller. 
Keep turning the rag until a significant amount of ink has been removed. Then move the carriage to 
the middle of the bed and, using a clean rag with roller wash, clean off the powered roller. 

Remove the oscillating roller assemble and wipe all three rollers clean, the clean the two blue rollers 
completely. Don’t forget to get the ends of the rollers. When everything is clean, replace the ink rollers 
and then the oscillating roller assemblies and return the carriage to the home position. Make sure that 
the rollers are in the up position.


